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Grand County Citizens for Clean Water (a project of Living Rivers) would
like to thank the T-I for their recent coverage on the issue of closing
Matrimony Spring for reasons of bacterial contamination (March 12 and
19, 2009).

We would also like to remind the community that our group distributed a
publication as an insert in the T-I (March, 2008) called “A Look at
Johnson’s Up-On-Top” (www.livingrivers.org/pdfs/Johnsons.pdf.)

In that publication we presented information about how our community
groundwater can be contaminated if the county and the state School and
Institutional Trust Lands Administration allow development, such as
Cloudrock, to occur on known aquifer recharge areas. This also applies to
Moab city’s recently approved development on SITLA lands at Lions
Back.

The recent news about Matrimony Spring demonstrates the risk of water
contamination from development above an aquifer recharge area.
Developers and politicians demanded further evidence that our water
could be contaminated by surface activity. The health department is telling
us that “an unknown contaminant is entering the water flow somewhere
upstream” of Matrimony Spring and that “more dangerous contaminants
could follow.” 

The aquifer recharge area of Matrimony Spring does not have any
development outside of the non-functional tram, and yet the spring is now
polluted. It is absurd to continue believing that development on sensitive
lands will not put our drinking water at risk.

Considering the peaceful demonstration and the vandalism last week at
Matrimony Spring, the people have confirmed that access to our area’s
pristine water is indeed a serious community issue. If the remedy for
Matrimony Spring means spending tax dollars to provide water
infrastructure to sanitize the spring for consumption, we can only imagine
what the tax burden would be to decontaminate the culinary springs and
wells of the city and county – especially if the pollution includes toxic
chemicals.

It would seem prudent at this time for the city, county and SITLA to get
serious about legislating for the protection of our aquifers and drinking
water with strict ordinances that prevent development of any kind on
aquifer recharge zones.

—John Weisheit, Living Rivers
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